
Michigan's Galvanized Bridge
First in the United States 
ROGER MAIN, Thomas Gregory Galvanizing Works, Maspeth, New York 

•THE first completely hot-dip galvanized bridge in the United States was opened to 
traffic during ceremonies near Grand Haven, Michigan, on August 31, 1966. This 
structure, carrying Green Street over Stearns Bayou, was budgeted by the Ottawa 
County Road Commissioners for the construction year of 1965. Soil borings were taken 
in December 1964 and plans prepared (1). Design specifications conformed to the U.S. 
Bureau of Public Roads and the Michigan State Highway Department Standards, H20-
Sl6 Loading. 

In March 1965, the Board of County Road Commissioners postponed the letting date 
for the construction of the new bridge because of uncertain steel conditions and the 
possibility of delay in shipment. Any delay in steel shipment could mean that the road 
might be closed longer than one construction season. The Commission intended to avoid 
that inconvenience, in view of the present daily traffic of over 1000 vehicles in the heart 
of the recreational area in western Michigan. 

This postponement in the letting date afforded time to contact the American Hot-Dip 
Galvanizers Association in Washington, D. C., concerning the possibility of hot-dip 
galvanizing instead of the initial! y specified three-coat paint system outlined in the Stan
dard Specifications of the Michigan State Highway Department. 

Prints of the general plan of structure and structural steel detail sheets of the de
signed bridge were supplied. In considering the application of galvanizing to Ottawa 
County's accepted and proven standards and methods of bridge design, the following 
questions were directed to the Association: 

1. Is galvanizing of this bridge feasible? 
2. What length members can be handled? 
3. What effect, if any, will galvanizing have on the composite action of the beams? 
4. Should shear developers be shop-welded prior to galvanizing or can they be field-

welded without damage to the bottom of the top flange? 
5. What effect will galvanizing have on the precamber of the beams? 
6. What is the approximate cost? 
7. Where could the galvanizing be done? Is the process portable or will extra freight 

be involved? 

The Association furnished all possible information at that time. Shortly thereafter, 
a representative of a member firm contacted the county bridge engineer and they were 
able to sp~cifically diagnose the Stearns project as a potential galvanized bridge. 

Hot-dip galvanizing is not new to Michigan. In 1953, Ottawa County pioneered gal
vanized guardrail in that part of the country. The County bought its first shipment and 
began a systematic replacement of all painted guardrail. There is still some unused 
guardrail from the original shipment, and no maintenance has been performed or re
quired on any of the guardrail in place. 

In addition, in a 1963 report (5), S. M. Cardone of the Michigan State Highway De
partment stated that Michigan has converted to galvanizing to protect the bridge railing 
and guardrail in its approximately 11,000 miles of trunk system. This includes 2500 
bridges with over 53 miles of steel railing designed for impact resistance. 
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The decision to galvanize applies to existing as well as new installations. A pro
gram has been under way whereby painted bridge railing and guardrail is removed, hot
dip galvanized and re-installed, thereby extending the maintenance-free life three to 
five times beyond that of paint. A similar program has been undertaken by the New 
York State Thruway Authority, and several other states and toll road agencies are 
galvanizing previously painted highway steel products. 

Maintenance costs must be a major factor in the analysis of the project by the de
sign engineer. In specifying type of construction he must consider such variables as 
the expected life of the bridge, maintenance costs over this period, frequency and 
length of traffic disruptions for maintenance, and the functional and beautification value 
of the structure. A solution to these factors can generally be found on the design engi
neer's desk, where future maintenance should be a basis for design. 

An inert barrier or paint system has various limitations. These may include: 

1. An ill-prepared base for the barrier film, such as the presence of mill scale, 
grease, or dirt. 

2. Damage to the barrier film in shipping or erection, and subsequent haphazard 
repair. 

3. Imperfect applications of the field paint system. 
4. Inherent physical limitations of paint. 

In addition to these restrictions, a difficult responsibility is thrust upon project en
gineers. To begin with, painting is customarily alast bid item andisusually unbalanced 
on the very low side. It is frequently performed by nonprofessionals who have little or 
no responsibility for their work. Variable weather conditions can be far from desir
able, and the engineer must constantly make decisions about the performance. Also, 
demands of the public or an administration may force the engineer to waive marginal 
decisions . 

On the other hand, a self-replacing barrier film that remains anodic to the steel 
base performs very satisfactorily. This is and has been available to the construction 
industry in the form of hot-dip galvanizing. Some of the desirable characteristics of 
this system of corrosion protection are as follows: 

1. Perfect cleaning is guaranteed since improper preparation will be immediately 
apparent from a cursory shop examination of the galvanized material. 

2. It is a material that forms its own barrier film by oxidation during exposure. 
3. Expensive and time-consuming touch-up of bolt heads after erection is not 

required. 
4. The bridge can be opened immediately after erection since finish or touch-up 

coats are not required; adverse weather conditions which can delay such finishing 
operations are not a factor. 

5. Inspection routine initially and during the life of the zinc coating can be safely 
minimized. 

6. Galvanizing overcomes the danger of corrosion centers at pinholes and points of 
handling or erection damage. This is accomplished through zinc's high abrasion re
sistance, tightly adhering metallurgically bonded coat, and the healing effect of cathodic 
protection. 

7. Galvanizing eliminates frequent traffic delays required for paint maintenance. 
8. It has low cost and widespread availability. 

While the galvanizer chosen by Ottawa County is one of the largest, adequate facilities 
are available anywhere in the country. Design and bridge engineers should consult their 
local galvanizer. 

To adapt the Stearns Bridge for galvanizing, design changes requiring splices at the 
dead-load inflection points of the continuous beams were incorporated, thus reducing 
the maximum length of the pieces from 125 to 65 ft. This permitted galvanizing by 
means of a double-dip method. 
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The acceptance of a 100 percent galvanized friction joint, high-strength bolted, as 
a splice for a continuous beam was a major decision in the Stearns Bayou Bridge. Con
cern over the hypothetical slippage of a friction joint has been the determining factor 
in the restrictions imposed on galvanized bolts and structural members. Laboratory 
work prior to the construction of the Lizotte Bridge in Quebec (6) and by J. R. Daesen 
of the Galvanizing Institute (3) established that the current restrictions were entirely 
unfounded. In addition, Eugene Chesson and W. H. Munse of the University of Illinois 
were principals in a research program for the International Lead Zinc Research Orga
nization (2). Dr. Chesson learned of the proposed galvanized structure, and contacted 
Ottawa County authorities. Calibration tests as well as fatigue tests performed by 
Dr. Chesson on bolted double lap joints typical of beam splices provided results on 
which Ottawa County based its design with an assurance of complete safety. 

It is the surface coating of pure zinc, which is somewhat softer than most structural 
steels, that causes most concern. Laboratory tests show that slippage does occur under 
low load in this softer outer layer. However, when connecting members are 1oaded 
with 85 percent or more of the designated proof load for the bolts, this slippage becomes 
so insignificant it is measurable only under laboratory conditions. After this movement, 
galvanized joints thus loaded perform as well as or superior to bare steel joints . 

The bolts used conform to ASTM A 325. Dr. Chesson found that any galling effect 
in a torqued galvanized fastener is substantially reduced by using a proper lubricant. 
On the Stearns project, beeswax was found to be superior in all cases. 

Static tests conducted by Dr. Chesson on galvanized double lap joints have yielded 
an average minimum coefficient of friction or coefficient of load transfer of 0. 16, ap
proximately half of the 0. 30 to O. 35 value usually reported and/or assumed for mill 
scale faying surfaces. The average total major slip for identical mill scale specimens 
was at least two times that of the galvanized test specimens . The galvanized faying 
surfaces seem to develop an increase in slip resistance after the first 0. 01 to 0. 02 in. 
of movement. 

This unique behavior was even more pronounced in the fatigue tests. After an initial 
relatively small slip corresponding to a coefficient of friction of about 0. 16 or slightly 
higher, the galvanized joints again seemed to develop increased slip resistance. 

A serious concern to designers is the effect of creep in the friction joint that can be 
attributed to the flow of the relatively soft outer zinc surface layer. Should this occur 
in the loaded bolt, this creep would cause the bolt to relax and decrease its tensile load, 
thus contributing to slippage in the joint. Tests showed that this effect is minute where 
125 percent of proof load was achieved through "turn of nut" torquing. Under these 
conditions, an ultimate relaxation of 5 to 6 percent was of no concern. Actually, the 
properties of the material and the chemistry involved in hot-dip galvanizing endorse 
the concept of bolted splices. 

Changes necessary to make the steel suitable for galvanizing include continuous seal 
welding for all attachments, welding of stud shear developers prior to galvanizing, weld
ing screed rail chairs on the top flange of fascia beams prior to galvanizing, and coping 
corners of stiffeners and diaphragm connection plates to insure a free flow of the molten 
zinc during the galvanizing operation (Fig. 1). 

Most of these adaptations were minor, with the exception of the quantities involved in 
the bolted splices. However, this expense was mollified by the reduction of the length 
extras of the long members of the field-paint alternate. It must be pointed out that 
galvanizing and the subsequent elimination of maintenance are prime factors in the ac
ceptance of a bolted splice. 

On May 20, 1965, the Board of County Road Commissioners accepted the advantages 
of a hot-dipped galvanized coating for the structural steel in the Stearns Bayou Bridge. 
The Michigan State Highway Department and the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads heartily 
endorsed this proposal, even though certain requirements would be contrary to their 
own specifications. 

At this time, the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional the law under which the 
Michigan State Highway Department established its policy concerning advertising signs. 
This left Michigan without a law, and as a result the Bureau of Public Roads withdrew 
all support from projects not fully controlled by the government agency involved. 
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Figure l. 

The Road Commissioners then decided to remove the Stearns Bridge from thefederal
aid secondary program and to build the bridge entirely with county funds. Because of 
the critical condition of the existing structure, the Board declined to wait for a favorable 
right-of-way decision from the Bureau. The bridge was then readvertised with alter
nate bidding, paint or galvanized, as specified. In reviewing the accepted bids, a 
general reaction to galvanized steel was evident. The steel companies were reluctant 
to furnish the steel, and the contractors were hesitant about handling it. This fear of 
handling galvanized steel proved entirely unfounded, and the experience gained at the 
Stearns Bayou Bridge should overcome this objection in any future projects. 

A major consideration for any galvanized bridge is the fact that design must be de
tailed completely and fabrication tightly controlled to absolutely eliminate any possibility 
of the necessity for field welding. The typical "burn off to fit" operation and subsequent 
welding would destroy the protective coating in the adjacent area and would require a 
substitute protective coating. 

Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. 

In order to justify the use of hot-dip galvanizing, we must consider its cost. Per
haps the most striking feature of galvanizing is that it compares favorably with any 
decent paint system, and as labor costs continue to rise this cost difference may soon 
close, and perhaps even reverse. 

The cost of galvanizing a bridge will vary, depending on length, section and weight 
of members, and total tonnage of the structure. Since this price approximates the 
initial cost of a proper blast and paint system, the additional cost of galvanizing can 
easily be justified by amortizing it throughout the maintenance-free life. 

Another factor considered was the possibility of warpage in the 65-ft members. 
Since these beams had to be double dipped because of length, some distortion did result 
from the heat incidental to the galvanizing process. Several beams were shipped to the 
bridge site with minor distortion, and were straightened after erection. The major 
portion was easily straightened at the galvanizing plant. An interesting point is that, 
while there was some sweep in the beams, the precamber was not affected. 

The following comments were made by the bridge engineer at the site. "The first 
load of steel arrived from Canton, Ohio, by rail on March 28, 1966. This delivery 
marked the date of the contractor's first experience handling galvanized steel, and this 
was the beginning of a big education in galvanized steel. 

"Handling hooks were welded to the top flanges of the beams prior to galvanizing. 
These were primarily designed for the protection of the coating and were needed only 
for ease in handling this heavy bulk. Every precaution was exercised to prevent mar
ring this 'delicate' surface. Most of the effort spent thus was actually the cost of an 
education. This doesn't mean you can mishandle this steel with complete abandon, but 
you can handle it with normal procedures and equipment without damaging the integrity 
of the coating. It is possible to use chains and cables without padding, provided, of 
course, that your attachment is secure. The handling hooks proved to be a sound in
vestment since they greatly facilitated repetitive handling and hooking (Fig. 2). 

"After the first accidental hard knock and scrape, the project foreman exclaimed 
in amazement, 'That stuff's tough I' This prettymuchsums up the experience in hand
ling these galvanized beams. The resistance to marring is very good, and with normal 
handling and erection, no field repair should be necessary. An ordinary scrape-beam 
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against beam, or beam against concrete-usually results in more of a polish of the 
zinc surface than an actual rupture. Should the surface be ruptured with a sharp in
strument, the self-sacrificing nature of the zinc will permit it to breach a small open
ing and arrest the rusting; or, if the ruptured surface is in direct contact with another 
galvanized surface, the galvanic property of the intact surface will lend itself for the 
other's protection against rusting. Rather than being excerpts from advertising copy, 
these are actual observations in the field at Stearns Bayou. 

"Some open holes for diaphragm connection bolts were inadvertently punched under
size, and it was necessary to ream them in the field. The location of this exposed steel 
is between the head and nut of a proof-loaded bolt, and by position, adjacent to the zinc -
covered surface of the bolt shank. Protection against rusting will be afforded by the 
zinc-coated contact surfaces. Thus, one of the big fears from a designer's viewpoint 
was easily overcome. 

"On May 5, 1966, the last carload of steel was involved in a train wreck at Fremont, 
Ohio. This dealt a severe blow to the progress schedule of the bridge, but it turned 
out to be a terrific documentation reinforcing the decision of the Commission. Most 
of the local experience with galvanized steel comes from sign posts, guardraii, gar
bage cans, etc., not all of which are prime materials for galvanizing. The fear of 
chipping, etc., seems foremost in everybody's mind and has been a cloud over this 
project. However, in the train wreck the carload of steel wound up on a highway fifty 
yards from the track. Another railroad car hit ours, severely damaging two of the 
beams inside. The rest of the beams suffered extensive banging, scraping, knocking, 
and bending of many of the stud shear developers and damaging wing plates. Yet, in 
all of this, the compatibility of galvanizing and the A 36 structural steel base was out
standing. Rather than chipping away, the ductile zinc surface was peeled back from 
points of severe impact. Edges of flanges which were obviously scraped along each 
other or the sides of the car were generally just surface scuffed. The presence of the 
remaining z inc and zinc -alloy base was evident after a week's exposure to rainy weather 
and no presence of rusting. Shear developers, which were sharply bent and had this 
heavy outer layer of pure zince peeled off, demonstrated this same protection of the 
integral zinc-iron alloy layer." 

After a thorough inspection of the steel, the decision was made to replace the two 
severely damaged beams. The remaining beams were to be stripped to bare metal, 
repaired and straightened, the precamber checked, and completely regalvanized. This 
was done and on July 9, 1966, the last load of steel arrived at Stearns. The quality of 
this last load as erected demonstrated the craftsmanship of the galvanizer and fabri
cator and the latitude available in specifying and using galvanized structural steel for 
bridge building. 

The Stearns Bayou Bridge is 420 ft in length with a 30-ft clear roadway and a 5-ft 
walk on each side. The beams are 30 in. , 108 lb. The deck is a reinforced concrete 
slab supported on steel beams, composite construction. There are eight spans-two 
at 60 ft and six at 50 ft. The superstructure is composed of three continuous sections
a four-span continuous section in the center of the bayou and a two-span continuous 
section at each end. All substructure units are supported on steel H piling, varying 
from 80 to 125 ft in depth. 

Since maintenance was a prime consideration in the design of this bridge, slab joints 
were eliminated except for two open-toothed expansion joints cantilevered away from 
piers 2 and 6. Expansion bearing assemblies were eliminated by designing the piers 
as a single pile bent with a reinforced concrete cap (Fig. 3). This allows the piers to 
deflect with the expansion and contraction of the superstructures. 

In addition to the bridge members, all other elements were hot-dip galvanized
bridge railings, bolts, anchor bolts, light standards, etc. When the galvanized coat
ing endures the minimum expected 30 years, the cost per year will be but a small 
fraction of the maintenance expenditures necessary with painted structures . In addi
tion, if a painting program is instituted before evidence of first rust, costly surface 
preparation will not be necessary, and the inert zinc base will greatly extend the paint 
life. 
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With complete, accurate design, proper steel selection and carefully controlled 
fabrication, the galvanizing process continues to be the least expensive, most available 
and most effective method to protect the desirable properties of steel from the relent
less forces of corrosion. 
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